
Upstream 
Intelligence
The Exploration & Production industry’s leading  
real-time commentary on worldwide activity



Whether monitoring competition, analysing activity, or tracking how field life is being 
prolonged, the Upstream Intelligence service from IHS Markit provides accurate, up-to-date 
information tailored to your specific requirements.
The IHS Markit Upstream Intelligence portfolio sits at the intersection of commercial and subsurface activity.  
Use the complete and integrated package of information and tools to gain an in-depth understanding of current, 
historical and planned activity in the worldwide E&P sector, and:

 ‒ Reduce research time with single-source information

 ‒ Monitor portfolio impact of developments 

 ‒ Track field life from exploration to decommissioning 

 ‒ Empower licensing round negotiations 

 ‒ Discover and exploit new opportunities 

 ‒ Keep track of competitors’ activity

Upstream Intelligence

In addition to technical and analytical reports, Upstream Intelligence customers benefit  
from Forward Looking Summaries for every country; annual Country Reviews;  
Monthly Production Graphs and other visual content; and an extensive archive 

going back 20+ years
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Global Exploration & Production Service (GEPS) 
Detailed E&P coverage from GEPS is worldwide, with content continually updated; access both up-to-the-minute and historical 
information on a wide range of topics, including:

The dynamic filter menus  show at a glance the key players in any given country; which basins host the most activity; and which 
topics are trending where. Use the Country Dashboard and Cross-Product Search to view content by country – and compare 
countries’ information side-by-side. 

GEPS is supported by the world's most extensive E&P database, and articles are directly linked to this data, helping you easily 
find related content and see the full picture.

GEPS allows you to generate your own custom search results and dashboard views and save them for later; dynamic updates 
mean you will always log in to fresh information. Customise your own reports and e-mail alerts. 

This unique service is built on an unrivalled foundation of knowledge, experience and understanding of the industry and is 
written by E&P professionals, located strategically around the world. 

Petroleum Rights Exploratory Drilling Production & Reserves  Field Development  

 ‒ Licence Rounds
 ‒ Opportunities
 ‒ Company Deals

 ‒ Current/Planned  
Wells

 ‒ Hydrocarbon Discoveries
 ‒ Play Openers

 ‒ New Fields on stream
 ‒ Monthly Production 

Updates

 ‒ Planned / Current Developments
 ‒ Abandonment / Decommissioning
 ‒ Activity Maps

Detailed look at Product Content and Applications

International Energy Letter (IEL) 
The International Energy Letter delivers to E&P and Finance 
professionals a weekly overview and analysis of Energy 
activity worldwide. The speed, coverage and content saves 
time and money – placing events and trends in context, and 
explaining: “so what?” 
Content is available online, and delivered in PDF format via: 

 ‒ International Energy Letter Weekly Report, including
 ‒ Weekly global E&P activity and statistics 
 ‒ Monthly rotating supplements
 ‒ Quarterly industry reviews

 ‒ Monthly Global and Regional Trends Reports
 ‒ Quarterly international Bid Round and Open  

Acreage Review 
 ‒ Annual worldwide Discoveries and Highlights review

Access to our Experts 
More than just a website – an Upstream Intelligence 
subscription also provides you with direct access to our 
team of GEPS Experts, who will draw on their cross-
industry knowledge, connections and experience to answer 
your queries and provide further information.

Upstream Alert (Mobile App) 
E&P Breaking News on your mobile - Our new, 
complimentary add-on service for Daily Exploration Alert 
subscribers alerts you to the latest updates, plus: 
- View historical DEA content going back 12 months
- Download articles to read offline later
- Stay up-to-date on Oil Price movements and trends

Daily Exploration Alert (DEA) 
The Daily Exploration Alert has been providing the E&P 
industry’s most up-to-date breaking news service 
electronically since 1984.
A favourite with oil & gas professionals who prefer to scan a 
round-up of the latest industry news, the Daily Exploration 
Alert provides an easy-to-use online service plus e-mail 
alerts and RSS feeds.
Coverage includes:

 ‒ Oil Pricing (+ weekly summary) 

Plus summaries of:
 ‒ Acreage Offers 
 ‒ Petroleum Rights 
 ‒ Exploration Drilling 
 ‒ Field Development 
 ‒ Production and Reserves 

GEPS Maps 
Visualise accurate, up-to-date E&P activity by region, 
country, and activity hotspots such as basins.
With more than 550 full-colour GEPS maps available via 
your GEPS subscription,  you can easily:

 ‒ Visualise wells, fields, contracts, pipelines
 ‒ Select workflow-applicable maps by scale and level  

of detail
 ‒ View maps in hardcopy or PDF format
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About IHS Markit
IHS Markit (Nasdaq: INFO) is a world leader in critical information, analytics and solutions 
for the major industries and markets that drive economies worldwide. The company delivers 
next-generation information, analytics and solutions to customers in business, finance and 
government, improving their operational efficiency and providing deep insights that lead 
to well-informed, confident decisions. IHS Markit has more than 50,000 key business and 
government customers, including 85 percent of the Fortune Global 500 and the world’s 
leading financial institutions. Headquartered in London, IHS Markit is committed to 
sustainable, profitable growth.

For more information www.ihsmarkit.com/geps

Key Differentiators
Industry scouting network
Global Coverage: 
Unparalleled communication network with operators, national oil companies, government agencies  
and service companies worldwide. Numerous technical teams positioned around the world, proficient in 
more than 30 languages, with hundreds of daily contacts, covering activity in over 215 countries 
and territories.

Comprehensive Data: 
Leveraging IHS Markit’s world-class upstream information to create and maintain the most complete and 
up-to-date analysis of upstream projects.

Access To Experts: 
The Upstream Intelligence service ensures your decisions are made with the help and continuing support 
of experienced international experts equipped with the very latest oil industry information.

Essential Intelligence
 ‒ E&P New Ventures/Business Development: 

GEPS Reports for opportunities such as Farm-outs and Bid Rounds 

 ‒ Exploration/Geologists: 
GEPS Reports for the detailed geographical and geological coverage; Daily Exploration Alert for the 
breaking news; International Energy Letter for the global weekly review and thematic analysis

 ‒ Technical Staff: 
GEPS Reports for the detailed upstream view

 ‒ Senior Managers/Executives: 
International Energy Letter for the global weekly review, and thematic analysis

 ‒ Finance/Banks: 
International Energy Letter for the global weekly review, and micro- and macro-economic implications

customer care americas

T   +1 800 447 2273 
+1 303 858 6187 (Outside US/Canada) 

customer care europe, 
middle east, africa

T  +44 1344 328 300

customer care asia pacific

T  +604 291 3600

E  CustomerCare@ihsmarkit.com


